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Dedication
I’d like to dedicate Goodbye Blue Monday to my mom for always being there for me and
supporting my artistry throughout the years.
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Throughout my journey in art I have had a hard time finding myself. It wasn’t until I
learned about the Woman artists of the Surrealist movement that I understood that art didn’t have
to be so black and white. I have experimented with colored pencils, acrylic and oil paint, and
printmaking as mediums for my art, but throughout the past two years and especially through the
journey of my senior thesis I discovered how painting and printmaking especially are useful for
conveying my message. I like to pull imagery from my memories, using life references when I
need to, to create dreamscapes that are pulled from memories or ideas of my life. The final
product is usually completely pulled from my own imagination but I tend to bring in symbols or
important iconography that can aid in describing my subject matter. Art, for me, has always been
a method of communication and connecting to others, and that’s what I love the most about it.
A very important aspect of my work is the use of color and proportions; not only do they
represent emotions and important symbology, but the colors themselves are very important
because of their meanings and emotional expressions. For instance, throughout my paintings I
use the color blue, specifically the shade “Phthalo blue” mixed with other colors, to articulate
what blue means to me. I use my own “screaming face” to express not only anger and fear but
desolation and emptiness. I understand that Munch’s “The Scream” very much informs my work
and I rather like that aspect of it. Though my paintings lack the same eerie, yellow glowing night
scene, I think the idea of this terror is present throughout my work. Another interesting thing
about my work is that each piece in one way or another informs you for another painting or print
of mine. My paintings react to one another and play with the same idea of childhood trauma,

isolation, and the repeated cycle of being in a traumatized state to build a story that others can
relate to or learn from.

